Response to Reviewers

We thank the reviewers for their careful reading and their constructive comments on
our manuscript. As detailed below, the reviewer’s comments are shown as italicized
font, our response to the comments are normal font. New or modified text is in blue.
All of the line numbers refer to Manuscript ID: acp-2017-1217.
Reviewer: #1
The topic of the heterogeneous process of NOx is of interest to the community, and the
vertical measurements of chemical composition in winter haze are particularly
valuable. My main concern, however, on the present work is that the model was poorly
constrained by observations and had to reply on too many assumptions. The vertical
measurements only included O3, NO, and NO2 which enabled calculation of NO3
production, but several key parameters, such as N2O5, VOCs and aerosol surface area
density, for loss of NO3, N2O5 production and subsequent loss to nitrate were not
measured, making it very difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate nighttime reactions of
NOx and for nitrate formation. In addition, the analysis was only based on one profile
measured in the early evening, and too many assumptions in the model calculations
were not well justified. All these make it very difficult to judge the validity of the
conclusions drawn from the analysis. The authors are advised to carefully consider and
reduce these uncertainties which could lead to large bias and possible errors.

1). L16. Please elaborate what the simultaneous measurements were conducted.
Changed as following: “Simultaneous ground-based and tower-based measurements
of NOx and O3 were conducted…”

2). L22. Please define the potential of pNO3- .
This sentence change to: “The nighttime integrated production of pNO3- for …”
Here we deleted “potential”.

3). L57-58. It is not clear how the N2O5 uptake coefficient in winter will be different
from summer.
Since the properties of the aerosol particles (e.g., organic compounds, particle nitrate,
liquid water contents, solubility, viscosity, etc.) and meteorological conditions and
(e.g. temperature, relative humidity etc.) are different in summer and winter, these

differences will led to changes of the N2O5 uptake coefficient. The explanation was
added in Line 57-58: “This is because the properties of aerosol particles (e.g., organic
compounds, particulate nitrate, liquid water contents, solubility, and viscosity) and
meteorological conditions (e.g., temperature and relative humidity) differ between
summer and winter (Chen et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2007).”

4). L96. The abbreviation of ‘IAP’ should be spelled out upon the first mention in the
text.
Changed accordingly.

5). L110. Please specify which instruments were installed on board a movable cabin.
Specified in the Line 110: “NOx and O3 instruments were installed on board a
movable cabin on the tower…”

6). L111-113. Describe in more detail about the two light-weight instruments for
vertical measurements of O3, NO and NO2. How were they calibrated, was there any
intercomparison with conventional monitors?
The detailed description after Line 113 was added: “NOx calibration was performed
in the lab using a gas calibrator (TE-146i, Thermo Electron, USA) associated with a
NO standard (9.8 ppmv). The O3 calibration was done with an O3 calibrator (TE 49iPS), which was traceable to NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
standards annually. Before the campaign, the NOx monitor was compared with a
Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPs) Particle Light Extinction Monitor, and the O3
monitor was compared to a commercial O3 analyzer (TE-49i, Thermo Electron,
USA). Good agreement was found between the portable instruments and the
conventional monitors.”

7). L124. Were the daily cycles conducted in the same time periods for every day?
Yes, we conducted the daily cycle measurement in the similar time periods for the
three days.

8). L129-131. The assumptions of no NO influence, no physical mixing, and no
transport of the air mass may not be valid here. Without continuous or intermittent
measurement as constraints, it is difficult to know the evolution of the air masses, as
such one cannot testify the validity of these assumptions.

Since high O3 concentrations (20 ppbv) at the high altitude (>150 m) were observed
at night, the NO concentrations have to be zero for this kind of condition. We were
using a box model for the interpretation of the observed dataset. In the framework of
box model analysis, the assumption is the analyzed air mass were well mixed. The
assumption of well mixing is plausible since the influence of physical mixing on the
reaction rate of NO + O3 could be neglected.

9). L143-147. The low theoretical equilibrium ratio of NO3 to N2O5 at the lowtemperature condition may not necessarily mean that the N2O5 formation dominates
the NO3 loss. More evidence is needed here. The kNO3 value of 0.02 s-1 assumed in the
present study was much higher than other studies, for example, Brown et al., 2016, in
which the NO3 reaction with VOC contributes more than half of the total NO3 loss.
Yes, high N2O5/NO3 is not means N2O5 heterogeneous uptake dominate the NO3 loss.
While during the polluted period in winter Beijing (NO2 = 45 ppbv, Temperature =
273 K, Sa = 3000 μm2 cm-3), the pseudo first order loss rate of N2O5 heterogeneous
uptake will be 1×10-3 s-1 , corresponding to the N2O5 uptake coefficient of 5×10-3,
and contributed to NO3 loss rate of 0.4 s-1, which is much higher than the direct NO3
loss by the reaction of NO3 with VOCs, even the kNO3 set to a high value of 0.02 s-1.
Therefore we believe the N2O5 formation dominates the NO3 loss in this study. With
respect to kNO3, Brown et al., (2016) shows the wintertime average kNO3 in Hong
Kong was about 6×10-3 s-1, and dominated by monoterpenes. Previous work showed
the average kNO3 is about 0.011 s-1 in rural Beijing in summertime, and BVOCs is
the dominating part (Wang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). During wintertime, the
BVOCs emission would decrease due to lower temperature and weak solar radiation,
the kNO3 set to 0.02 s-1 in this study represents an upper value to some extent. The
differences of this study with the campaign conducted in Hong Kong (Brown et al.,
2016) may cause by the higher temperature and much lower aerosol surface area in
Hong Kong (Temperature = 285 K, Sa ≈ 200 μm2 cm-3).
In Line 145, we rewrite the part as following: “During the polluted period in winter
Beijing (here NO2 = 45 ppbv, Temperature = 273 K, Sa = 3000 μm2 cm-3), the ratio
of N2O5 to NO3 is large enough, i.e., 450, the pseudo first order loss rate of N2O5
heterogeneous uptake will be 1×10-3 s-1 with the N2O5 uptake coefficient of 5×10-3.
N2O5 uptake would contribute an NO3 loss rate of 0.4 s-1, and much higher than the
direct NO3 loss by the reaction of NO3 with VOCs, even the kNO3 set to a high value
of 0.02 s-1. Therefore, N2O5 uptake was proposed to be dominantly responsible for
the NO3 loss and the initial s(t) was set to 1”

10). L148-150. It is not clear how the author determined the initial concentration of
NO2 and O3, which could affect the integrated concentrations. Were you using the

iterative method suggested by Wagner et al., 2013? The retrieved results should be
included in the supplementary. Any measurement constraints were used to validate this
calculation?
Yes, we used the iterative method suggested by Wagner et al., 2013. The initial NO2
and O3 concentration were derived according to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, O3 and NO2 are
integrated backward in time to sunset. The average initial NO2 and O3 above 150 m
at sunset time is about 61 ±3 ppbv and 27 ±6 ppbv, respectively. The measured NO2
concentration in PKU site at sunset time (local time, 16:55) is 61 ppbv and show
good consistent with the model result.
Changed as following in Line 299: “The average initial NO2 and O3 above 150 m at
sunset time is about 61 ± 3 ppbv and 27 ± 6 ppbv, respectively. The measured NO2
concentration in PKU site at sunset time (local time, 16:55) is 61 ppbv and show
good consistent with the model result.”

11). L146. “than” should be “that”.
Corrected accordingly.

12). L162. Please clarify the exact time period for the model running from sunset to
sunrise.
Here we clarified as: “Sunset and sunrise time during the measurement is 16:55 and
07:30 (Chinese National Standard Time, CNST) and the length of night was about
14.5 h, the model is run from sunset to sunrise with the running time set to 14.5 h.”

13). L164-168. There are some flaws in the Eq.1 to 5 of the box model. To simplify the
differential equation, the author assumes an equilibrium between NO3 and N2O5 in Eq.
3 and 4, which means the loss rate of NO2 through R2 and production rate from R3
should be equal. Therefore, the NO2 loss rate will equal to the reaction rate of R1,
which contradicts Eq. 2. As suggested by Wagner et al., 2013, “the assumption of
equilibrium leads to an error which accumulates as the equations are integrated”. This
could affect the results when retrieving the initial NO2 concentration and subsequent
model simulation. To be more accurate, I suggest the author use the explicit equations
suggested by Wagner et al., 2013.
Thanks for the suggestion, we corrected these equations accordingly, and the fixed
kNO3 and kN2O5 first, set s(t) to 1 in the first step and then iterate the s(t) till the
difference between two iteration less than 0.005. The explicit equations changed as:
“(Eq. 1)

d [O3 ]
d𝑡

= −𝑘NO2+O3 [O3 ][NO2 ]

(Eq. 2)
(Eq. 3)
(Eq. 4)

d [NO2 ]

= −(1 + s(t)) × 𝑘NO2+O3 [O3 ][NO2 ]

d𝑡

d [NO3 +N2 O5 ]
d𝑡
[N2 O5 ]
[NO3 ]

= 𝑘NO2+O3 [O3 ][NO2 ] − 𝑘N2O5 [N2 O5 ] − 𝑘NO3 [NO3 ]

= 𝑘eq [NO2 ]
𝑡

∫0 𝑘N2O5 ∙[N2 O5 ]𝑑𝑡+[N2 O5 ]t

(Eq. 5)

s(t) =

(Eq. 6)

k N2O5 =

[O3 ](0)−[O3 ](t)
𝐶×𝑆𝑎 ×𝛾N2O5
4

”

14). L169-L179. The surface area was calculated based on the measurement of particle
size distribution from 0.01 to 0.6 μm and could be underestimated due to the lack of
information of larger particles, resulting in large uncertainty in the calculated uptake
coefficients. It is necessary to provide an uncertainty estimation of how much this will
affect the results.
During the study period, the particle number and size distribution (PNSD) larger than
0.7 μm is unavailable, it is different to quantify the contribution from lager particles.
While during the following polluted episode (2017-01-01 to 2017-01-07), PNSD of
PM2.5 data are available, we found particle smaller than 0.7 μm dominated more than
95% aerosol surface area, the similar result also represented in Germany and summer
Beijing (Crowley et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2018). The underestimation of Sa in this
study (5%) could lead to the overestimation of N2O5 3.6% - 4.2%, and
underestimation of pNO3- with 0.2% - 2.5% considering the N2O5 uptake coefficient
varied from 1×10-3 to 0.05.
We added the description in Line 179: “Although the PNSD information for particles
larger than 0.7 μm was not valid during the study period, the particles smaller than 0.7
μm dominated more than 95% of the aerosol surface area in a subsequent pollution
episode (01/01/2017 to 01/07/2017), and similar results also were reported in other
studies (e.g., Crowley et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2018). The possible lower bias of Sa
(5%) only led to a small overestimation of N2O5, i.e., 3.6%–4.2%, and an
underestimation of pNO3- of 0.2%–2.5% when γN2O5 varied from 1×10-3 to 0.05.”

15). L240-241, L245-247, L257-258. The author attributed the lower Ox level at high
altitude on the night of December 19 to missing sinks of Ox with high N2O5 uptake, but
it could also be a result of the continuous emissions of NOx near the ground leading to
accumulation of NO2 within the nocturnal boundary layer with a height around 100m.
So the Ox level in the residual layer and surface doesn't have to be conserved. Here it
would be good to show vertical information on meteorological parameters.

The emission of NO would not influence the sum of Ox (=O3+NO2). The emission
of NO2 would led to higher Ox at the surface layer. Nevertheless, the vertical profile
measurement showed no vertical gradient of NO2 lower than 150 m so that we do not
think there could be a significant emission of NO2. And therefore, the Ox level shall
be conserved between the nocturnal boundary layer and the residual layer since no
O3 is produced at night. In addition, the nocturnal boundary layer is determined to be
about 340 m through the vertical profile of temperature during the same period in
Beijing (Zhong et al., 2017).

16). L264-265, Wrong figure number referenced here.
Corrected accordingly.

17). L265. Please explicitly define the equation used for calculating the nitrate
accumulation.
We listed the calculation equation as following:
“

𝑡

∑ pNO−
3 = ∫0 (2 − 𝑓) ∙ 𝑘N2O5 ∙ [N2 O5 ]𝑑𝑡

(7)

”

18). L262-267. This model simulation assumes an ideal condition with no NO
concentration above 150 m from the sunset to 21:00, which cannot be substantiated.
Thus the calculated accumulation of nitrate is questionable.
Due to the strong thermal inversion during winter haze episode (e.g. Zhong et al.,
2017), the isolation is existed more easily in vertical scale in urban Beijing, the air
mass in upper layer is not easily affected by surface NO emission. The theoretical
framework of the box model we used is same as Wagner et al., (2013) and Yun et al.,
(2018). The model allow us to accumulate the pNO3- till sunrise, which shows an
upper limit of the nitrate production via N2O5 uptake in the upper layer. In addition,
at sunset time, we observed significant O3 presented at the near surface layer. Before
O3 is fully titrated away, the NO concentrations shall be zero for the sunset time.

19). L281-282. Please elaborate how to deal with calculations of mixing.
We rewrite the vertical mixing in L279-283 as following: “Zhong et al. (2017)
showed that the NBL and PBL both were at 340 m from December 19 to 20, 2016 in
Beijing. Daytime vertical downward transportation was helpful in mixing the air
mass within the PBL. Assuming the newly formed pNO3- aloft from 150 m to 340 m
is 50 μg m-3 during the nighttime and well mixed within the PBL by the next morning,
the enhancement to the surface layer (∆pNO3-) can be simplified to the calculation in

Eq. 8 as following:
150

∆pNO3 =

∫0

340

𝑃(pNO3 )𝑑𝐻+∫150 𝑃(pNO3 )𝑑𝐻
340

(8)

Here, P(pNO3-) is the integral production of pNO3- and H represents height. Owing
to high NO below 150 m, the pNO3- formation via N2O5 uptake was zero. The
enhancement of pNO3- from 150 m to 340 m was calculated as 28 μg m-3,”

20). L282-285. If the author’s hypothesis is true, it should be able to observe a sharp
increase of particulate nitrate at the ground site in the morning of December 20. Any
evidence on that?
The particulate nitrate measurement is not available in this study, but as labelled in
Figure 2(a), the red line showed PM concentration had a sharp increase of ~60 μg m3
, which was purposed to be consist with the result considering a large proportion of
particulate nitrate in PM mass concentration, especially during winter polluted
episode in Beijing (e.g., Zheng et al., 2015).

21). L309. Eq.6 is incorrect. The particle nitrate formation is twice of N2O5 loss if
assuming ClNO2 yield is zero.
Thanks, we corrected accordingly.

22). L328, “coral” should be “coal”.
Corrected accordingly.

23). L342-343. A possible reason for the small difference on kNO3 variation could be
the NO3 change (via VOC loss) were unaccounted for in Eq.2 that used to retrieve the
initial concentration. Comparison between the full differential equations and simplified
calculation is required to validate the results.
The full differential equations was used to recalculate the pNO3- variation on kNO3.
The s(t) decreased from 1 to 0.99 even kNO3 set to 0.05, and the difference between
the full differential equations and simplified calculation is negligible, suggested that
the calculation result is valid.

24). L351, delete “to be zero”.
Corrected accordingly.

25). L357, add “that” after “found”.
Corrected accordingly.

Reviewer: #2
The authors explore the mechanisms for particulate nitrate (pNO3- ) during wintertime
haze events in Beijing, China. Comparing simultaneous ground-based and tower-based
observations, the authors investigated the significance of pNO3- via N2O5
heterogeneous uptake as a function of altitude. The work shows the effects of the pNO3formed aloft on the surface PM2.5 the following the morning. Given the significance of
this work, I recommend this manuscript for publication after significant revisions.
We thank for the Reviewer #2’s constructive comments and suggestions to improve
the quality of our manuscript.

1). although the experiment design is well thought and the analysis appears to be solid,
the technical writing needs significant improvement. I recommend the authors to use
professional technical writing services in English to improve the penmanship and
eliminate any grammatical errors. Example sentences to be reviewed carefully and
reformulated are line 66-70, line 178-179, 180-183, 186-190, 194-195, 205-213, 242244, 275-278, 292-295 etc.
The resubmitted manuscript has been edited by a professional service in English.

2). I am assuming eq.1 (line 164) is for the nitrate radical production rate (PNO3), not
the rate of change in O3. As the authors mentioned the availability of O3 is driven by its
reaction with NO.
Yes, Eq. 1 is the production of nitrate radical, but O3 is also one reactant of this
reaction. As the production of NO3 takes place, the O3 is consumed. This reaction is
more important for O3 losses for the conditions of the high-altitude (>150 m) air
masses of which the reaction pathway of O3 + NO is negligible due to the presence
of zero NO.

3). Use subscript for Ox throughout the text
Corrected accordingly.

4). the authors define and discuss “particle nitrate convert efficiency” (sigma) in line
305- 310. Chang et al. 1 gives an excellent review of N2O5 chemistry and I suggest the
authors read this as they discuss and introduce parameters regarding N2O5 conversion.
I do not believe it is necessary to introduce a new parameter “particle nitrate convert
efficiency” in this case.
Thanks for your suggestion, Chang et al. (2011) reviewed the N2O5 chemistry
systematically and comprehensively. With respect to N2O5 conversion, Chang et al.,
focused on the contribution to overnight NOx loss. Here we revised the parameter to
“Overnight NOx loss efficiency ( ε)”, which also indicates the nitrate formation
capacity. The equation changed as following:
𝑡

(Eq. 9)

ε=

𝑡

∫0 2×𝑘N2O5 ∙[N2 O5 ]𝑑𝑡+∫0 𝑘NO3 ∙[𝑁O3 ]𝑑𝑡
[𝑁𝑂2 ](0)

Here the consumed NO3 with VOCs and N2O5 uptake regarded as the effective NOx
loss. The Figure 7 changed the Y-axis and we did not normalize the loss efficiency,
which shows the similar result with previous figure version.”

Figure 7. The dependence of overnight NOx loss on N2O5 uptake on γN2O5 in a typical
winter pollution condition. The initial NO2 and O3 set to 60 ppbv and 30 ppbv,
respectively, Sa set to 3000 μm2 cm-3, the ClNO2 yield is zero and kNO3 is 0.02 s-1.
The reaction time set to 14.5 h. The blue and orange zone represent the contribution
of NO3+VOCs and N2O5 uptake, the dashed line (γ = 0.002, when N2O5 uptake
contribute to 90% of the maximum NOx loss) divide the loss into γ sensitive and
insensitive region. The maximum nocturnal NOx loss by NO3-N2O5 chemistry is 56%.
5). In that regard, the authors need to extend the literature search and include more
references on N2O5 heterogeneous uptake and wintertime haze events outside the
Beijing area. For more references on relevant topic, review publications of Chang et

al. 1-2 , Lurmann et al. 3 , Brown et al. 4 , Green et al. 5 , Wang et al. 6 , Prabhakar et
al. 7 etc.
1. Chang, W.; Bhave, P.; Brown, S.; Riemer, N.; Stutz, J.; Dabdub, D., Heterogeneous
atmospheric chemistry, ambient measurements, and model calculations of N2O5: A review.
Aerosol Sci. Technol. 2011, 45 (6), 665-695. DOI 10.1080/02786826.2010.551672.
2. Chang, W. L.; Brown, S. S.; Stutz, J.; Middlebrook, A. M.; Bahreini, R.; Wagner, N. L.; Dubé,
W. P.; Pollack, I. B.; Ryerson, T. B.; Riemer, N., Evaluating N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis
parameterizations for CalNex 2010. J. Geophys. Res.: Atmos. 2016, 121 (9), 5051-5070. DOI
10.1002/2015JD024737.
3. Lurmann, F. W.; Brown, S. G.; McCarthy, M. C.; Roberts, P. T., Processes influencing
secondary aerosol formation in the San Joaquin Valley during winter. J. Air Waste Manage.
Assoc. 2006, 56 (12), 1679-1693. DOI 10.1080/10473289.2006.10464573.
4. Brown, S. G.; Roberts, P. T.; McCarthy, M. C.; Lurmann, F. W.; Hyslop, N. P., Wintertime
vertical variations in particulate matter (PM) and precursor concentrations in the San Joaquin
Valley during the California Regional Coarse PM/Fine PM Air Quality Study. J. Air Waste
Manage. Assoc. 2006, 56 (9), 1267-1277. DOI 10.1080/10473289.2006.10464583.
5. Green, M. C.; Chow, J. C.; Watson, J. G.; Dick, K.; Inouye, D., Effects of snow cover and
atmospheric stability on winter PM2.5 concentrations in Western U.S. valleys. J. Appl. Meteor.
Climatol. 2015, 54 (6), 1191-1201. DOI 10.1175/JAMC-D-14-0191.1.
6. Wang, G.; Zhang, R.; Gomez, M. E.; Yang, L.; Levy Zamora, M.; Hu, M.; Lin, Y.; Peng, J.;
Guo, S.; Meng, J.; Li, J.; Cheng, C.; Hu, T.; Ren, Y.; Wang, Y.; Gao, J.; Cao, J.; An, Z.; Zhou,
W.; Li, G.; Wang, J.; Tian, P.; Marrero-Ortiz, W.; Secrest, J.; Du, Z.; Zheng, J.; Shang, D.;
Zeng, L.; Shao, M.; Wang, W.; Huang, Y.; Wang, Y.; Zhu, Y.; Li, Y.; Hu, J.; Pan, B.; Cai, L.;
Cheng, Y.; Ji, Y.; Zhang, F.; Rosenfeld, D.; Liss, P. S.; Duce, R. A.; Kolb, C. E.; Molina, M. J.,
Persistent sulfate formation from London Fog to Chinese haze. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences 2016, 113 (48), 13630. DOI.
7. Prabhakar, G., C. Parworth, X. Zhang, H. Kim, D. Young, A.J. Beyersdorf, L.D. Ziemba, J.B.
Nowak, T.H. Bertram, I.C. Faloona, Q. Zhang, and C.D. Cappa, Observational assessment of
the role of nocturnal residual-layer chemistry in determining daytime surface particulate
nitrate concentrations. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 2017. 2017: p. 1-58

Thanks for the suggestion and we compared our results with these references that
concern the winter haze event in other region, and cited these work in the revised
manuscript.
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Abstract.

14

Particulate nitrate (pNO3-) is a dominant component of secondary aerosols in urban

15

areas. Therefore, it is critical to explore its formation mechanism to assist with the

16

planning of haze abatement strategies. Simultaneous ground-based and tower-based

17

measurements of NOx and O3 were conducted during a winter heavy -haze episode

18

(December 18 to 20, 2016) in urban Beijing, China. We found that pNO3- formation via

19

N2O5 heterogeneous uptake was negligible at ground level, dueowing to the presence

20

of high NO concentrations limiting, which limited the production of N2O5. In contrast,

21

the contribution from N2O5 uptake was larger at higher altitudes (e.g., > 150 m), which

22

was supported by the observed largelow total oxidant (NO2 + O3) missing aloft

23

compared withlevel at higher altitudes than at ground level. The Modeling results show

24

that the nighttime integrated production potential of pNO3- for the higher altitude air

25

mass overheadabove urban Beijing was estimated to be 50 μg m-3, and enhanced the

26

surface-layer pNO3- the next morning significantly withby 28 μg m-3 afterthrough
1
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27

vertical mixing. The overnight NOx loss via NO3-N2O5 chemistry was efficient aloft (>

28

50%). The nocturnal boundary layer broken in the next morning. In this case, the

29

oxidation of NOX to nitrate was NOx loss was easily maximized once the N2O5 uptake

30

coefficient was over 0.0017, since N2O5 uptake dominated the fate of NO3 and N2O5

31

with the presence of large aerosol surface concentrations.2×10-3 on polluted days in

32

wintertime. These results highlight that pNO3- formation via N2O5 heterogeneous

33

hydrolysis atin higher altitude air masses aloft could be an important source for haze

34

formation in the urban airshed during wintertime. Accurately describing the formation

35

and development of reactive air masses aloft is a critical task for improving current

36

chemical transport models.
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1. Introduction

39

Winter particulate mattersmatter (PM) pollution events occur frequently in China, and

40

have drawn widespread and sustained attention in recent years (Guo et al., 2014; Zhang

41

et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2014).; Wang G et al., 2016). PM pollution reducedreduces

42

visibility (Lei and Wuebbles, 2013) and hadhas harmful effects on public health (Cao

43

et al., 2012). Particulate nitrate (pNO3-) is an important component of secondary

44

inorganic aerosols, and contributed tocontributes 15%–40% of the PM2.5 mass

45

concentration in China (Sun et al., 2013, 2015a, 2015b; Chen et al., 2015; Zheng et al.,

46

2015; Wen et al., 2015). The main atmospheric pathways of nitrate formation are (1)

47

the reaction of OH with NO2 and (2) N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis (Seinfeld and

48

Pandis, 2006). The first reaction (of OH +with NO2) was is a daytime pathway since,

49

as OH is severely limited at night, and N2O5 uptake was refer tois a nighttime pathway,

50

as NO3 and N2O5 isare easily photo-labile.

51

NitrateParticulate nitrate formation via N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis in summer

52

in north China was proved efficient by ground -based observation in summer in North

53

China (H.C. (Wang H et al., 2017b; Z. Wang Z et al., 2017), which is) and found

54

comparable withto or even highhigher than the daytime formation. Several model

55

studies showed that N2O5 hydrolysis is responsible for nocturnal pNO3- enhancement
2
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56

in summer Beijing (Pathak et al., 2009, 2011; H.C. Wang H et al., 2017a). Although the

57

pNO3- formation via N2O5 uptake is significant in summertime, the importance of this

58

pathway in wintertime wasis not well characterized. As there are manyMany

59

differences ofin N2O5 chemistry exist between winter and summer. First, as the key

60

precursor of NO3 and N2O5, O3 level arehas a much lower concentration in winter than

61

in summer due, owing to the short daytime length and weak solar radiation. Second,

62

colder temperatures and high NO2 levels favor partitioning towards N2O5. Third,

63

nighttime lasts much longer in winter, making N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis

64

potentially more important in pNO3- formation. Finally, the N2O5 uptake coefficient,

65

the most important parameter in N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis, is likely very different

66

from that in summer. SinceThis is because the particle characteristics and

67

meteorological conditions (e.g.properties of aerosol particles (e.g., organic compounds,

68

particleparticulate nitrate, liquid water contents, solubility, and viscosity) and

69

meteorological conditions (e.g., temperature and relative humidity) are different

70

indiffer between summer and winter (Chen et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2007). These

71

differenceseffects would result in large variations in the N2O5 uptake coefficient has

72

large variation (Wahner et al., 1998; Mentel et al., 1999; Kane et al., 2001; Hallquist et

73

al., 2003; Thornton et al., 2003; Bertram and Thornton, 2009; Grzinic et al., 2015;

74

Wagner et al., 2013Wagner et al., 2013; Grzinic et al., 2015). Several parameterization

75

methods have been unsuccessful in predicting N2O5 uptake coefficient accurately

76

(Chang et al., 2011; Chang et al., 2016).

77

In addition to the seasonal differences, previous studies have also shown a potential

78

altitude dependence in pNO3- production. In the evening, vertical mixing is strong

79

suppressed in formation via N2O5 uptake, modeling and field studies showed greater

80

levels of NO3 and N2O5 at higher altitudes within the nocturnal boundary layer (NBL)

81

due), owing to the reduction of sunlight diminishes the heatingstratification of the

82

earth’s surface, leading to vertical layer occur with NO3 and N2O5 gradient ( NO and

83

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emissions, which lead to gradients in the loss rates

84

for these compounds as a function of altitude (e.g., Brown et al., 2007), as well as the

85

particle ; Geyer and Stutz, 2004; Stutz et al., 2004). The pNO3- formation via N2O5
3
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86

uptake contributes to the gradients in the compounds percentage and size distribution

87

of the particle (Ferrero et al., 2010; 2012). On nights when NO3 radical production in

88

the surface layer is negligible dueowing to high NO emissions, N2O5 uptake maycan

89

still be active aloft without NO titration (Pusede et al., . 2016; Baasandorj et al., 2017).

90

The N2O5 uptake aloft leads to elevated pNO3- formedformation in the upper layer

91

withas well as effective NOXNOx removal (Watson et al .,., 2002; S. G. Brown et al.,

92

2006; Lurmann et al., 2006; Pusede et al., 2016; Baasandorj et al., 2017). ), which was

93

reported with field Field observations at a high altitude site insites of Kleiner Feldberg,

94

Germany (Crowley et al., 2010a),); the London British Telecommunications tower, UK

95

(Benton et al., 2010),); and Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) tower in

96

Colorado, CO, USA (Wagner et al., 2013) and so on.showed the elevated N2O5

97

concentrations aloft. Model studies also proposed nitrate formation showed that pNO3-

98

varied inat different heightheights and stressed the importance of the heterogeneous

99

formation mechanism (Kim et al., 2014; Ying, 2011; Su et al., 2017). The mass fraction

100

and concentration of pNO3- in Beijing was reported higher aloft (260 m) than at the

101

ground level in Beijing (Chan et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2015b), and theywhich was

102

explained theby favorable gas−–particle partitioning aloft under lower temperature

103

conditions. The active nighttime chemistry in the upper level plays an important role in

104

surface PM pollution through mixing and dispersing within the planet boundary layer

105

(PBL) (Prabhakar et al., 2017), especially in valley terrain regions coupled with

106

meteorological processes (Baasandorj et al., 2017; Green et al., 2015).

107

To explore the possible sources of pNO3- and the dependence of its formation on

108

altitude in wintertime in Beijing, we conducted vertical profile measurements of NO,

109

NO2, and O3 with a tower platform in combination with simultaneous ground

110

measurements of these parameters in urban Beijing. A box model was used to

111

investigate the reaction rate of N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis and its impact on pNO3-

112

formation at different altitudes during a heavy haze episode over urban Beijing.

113

Additionally, the dependence of NOx removal and pNO3- formation on the N2O5 uptake

114

coefficient was probed.

115

4
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116

2. Methods

117

2.1 Field measurement

118

Ground measurementmeasurements (15 m above the ground) waswere carried out inon

119

the campus of Peking University (PKU,; 39°59'21"N, 116°18'25"E) in Beijing, China.

120

The locationvertical measurements were conducted at the Institute of Atmospheric

121

Physics (IAP), Chinese Academy of Sciences (39°58'28"N, 116°22'16"E). The IAP site

122

is within 4 km of the PKU site was. The locations of the PKU and IAP sites are shown

123

in Fig. 1, as well as the vertical measurement site (IAP, introduced below). At. At the

124

PKU site, dry-state mass concentration of PM2.5 was measured byusing a TEOM 1400A

125

analyzer. NOx was measured byvia a chemiluminescence analyzer (Thermo Scientific,

126

TE-42i-TR)), and O3 was measured bywith a UV photometric O3 analyzer (Thermo

127

Scientific, TE-49i). Dry -state particle number and size distribution (PNSD) was

128

measured from 0.01 to 0.67 µm with a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS,; TSI

129

Inc. 3010). TheseThe instrumental parameters were listedare summarized in Table S1.

130

The data were collected from December 16 to 22, 2016. Additionally, relative humidity

131

(RH), temperature (T), and wind direction and speed data were available during the

132

measurement period.

133

Vertical profile measurements were conducted from December 18 to 20, 2016 at,

134

from the tower-based platform (maximum height: 325 m) on the IAP campus of the

135

Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (IAP, 39°58'28"N,

136

116°22'16"E), during a heavy PM pollution episode.. The IAP site is just with 4 km

137

distance from the PKU site. The measurement NOx and O3 instruments were installed

138

on boardaboard a movable cabin on the tower. The ambient NOx and O3 concentrations

139

were measured with two low-power, light-weightlightweight instruments (Model 405

140

nm and Model 106-L;, 2B Technologies, USA). The Model 405 nm instrument

141

measures NO2 directly based on the absorbance at 405 nm, and NO is measured by

142

adding excess O3 (conversion efficiency ~100%). The limit of detection of both NO

143

and NO2 is 1 part per billion volume (ppbv), with an accuracy of 2 ppbv or 2% of the

144

reading, and the time resolution is 10 s. (Birks et al., 2018). The Model 106-L
5
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145

instrument measures O3 based on the absorbance at 254 nm, with a precision of 1 ppbv,

146

or 2% of the reading, and a limit of detection of 3 ppbv. NOx calibration was performed

147

in the lab using a gas calibrator (TE-146i, Thermo Electron, USA) associated with a

148

NO standard (9.8 ppmv). The O3 calibration was done with an O3 calibrator (TE 49i-

149

PS), which was traceable to NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)

150

standards annually. Before the campaign, the NOx monitor was compared with a Cavity

151

Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPs) Particle Light Extinction Monitor, and the O 3 monitor

152

was compared to a commercial O3 analyzer (TE-49i, Thermo Electron, USA). Good

153

agreement was found between the portable instruments and the conventional monitors.

154

Height information was retrieved fromvia the observed atmospheric pressure measured

155

by the Model 405 nm instrument. The cabin ascended and descended at a rate of 10 m

156

min-1, with a height limit of 260 m atduring the daytime and 240 m at night. The cabin

157

stopped after reaching the peak, and parameters were measured continually forduring

158

the last 10 min of each cycle. One vertical cycle lasted for approximately 1 h. We

159

measured two cycles per day, one in the morning and the other in the evening, with six

160

measurement cycles conducted in total during the campaign.

161
162

2.2 Box model simulation

163

A box model was used to model the NO3 and N2O5 mixing ratios and the nitrate

164

formation potential in vertical scale at the IAP site. A simple chemical mechanism (see

165

R1-–R5) iswas used to model the nighttime NO3 and N2O5 chemistry inunder NO free

166

-air masses, and the physical-mass conditions. Physical mixing, dilution, deposition, or

167

interruption during the transport of the air mass werewas not considered. Here, f

168

represents the ClNO2 yield from N2O5 uptake. Homogeneous hydrolysis of N2O5 and

169

NO3 heterogeneous areuptake reaction were neglected in this analysis because there is

170

littleof the low level of absolute humidity and the extremely low NO3 concentration

171

during wintertime (Brown and Stutz, 2012). The corresponding rate constants of R1- –

172

R3 are those reported by Sander et al.,. (2011).

173

(R1)

NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2

(R1)
6
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174

(R2)

NO2 + NO3 + M → N2O5 + M

(R2)

175

(R3)

N2O5 + M → NO2 + NO3 + M

(R3)

176

(R4)

NO3 + VOCs → Products

(R4)

177

(R5)

N2O5 + (H2O or Cl-) → (2-f) NO3- + f ClNO2

(R5)

178

Following the work of Wagner et al.,. (2013), the box model can be solved by

179

fourusing six equations (EqEqs. 1-4–6). In the framework, O3 is only losseslost via the

180

reaction of NO2+ + O3 and the change ofin the O3 concentration can express as Eq. 1.

181

Since the ratiobe expressed as Eq. 1. Eq. 2 can express the losses of NO2. Here, the s(t)

182

is between 0 and 1 and expressed as Eq. 5. The s(t) favors 0 when direct loss of NO3

183

dominates and favors 1 when N2O5 to NO3 was calculated to be larger than 150:1 in a

184

typical urban region in wintertime (NO2 = 15 ppbv, nighttime temperature = 0°C), N2O5

185

is proposed to be dominate the uptake dominates NO3 loss, than means two molecules

186

of NO2 lost (convert to nitrate or ClNO2) for one molecule NO3 formed (Eq. 2). In the .

187

The model we need to knowcalculation had two steps. The first step was to calculate

188

the mixing ratio of NO2 and O3 at time zero (hereherein designated as sunset).

189

According to Eqs. 1 and 2, the initial NO2 (t=0) and O3 (t=0) concentrations can then

190

be integrated backward in time starting with the measured concentrations of NO 2 and

191

O3 at each height. During the pollution period in winter in Beijing (NO 2 = 45 ppbv,

192

Temperature = 273 K, Sa = 3000 μm2 cm-3), the ratio of N2O5 to NO3 is large enough,

193

i.e., 450. The pseudo-first-order loss rate of N2O5 heterogeneous uptake will be 1×10-3

194

s-1, with a N2O5 uptake coefficient of 5×10-3. N2O5 uptake would contribute an NO3

195

loss rate of 0.4 s-1, which is much higher than the direct NO3 loss through the reaction

196

of NO3 with VOCs, even with the kNO3 set to a high value of 0.02 s-1. Therefore, N2O5

197

uptake was proposed to be dominantly responsible for the NO3 loss and the initial s(t)

198

was set to sunset). According to 1. Eq. 1 and Eq. 2,3 can describe the NO2 (t=0) and O3

199

(t=0)sum concentration can derived from the duration time and the vertical measured

200

NO2 and O3 at each heightof NO3 and N2O5. Assuming the equilibrium between NO3

201

and N2O5 is maintained after a time period, the sum concentration of NO3 and N2O5 can

202

be described by Eq. 3. Usingbased on the temperature -dependent equilibrium rate

203

constant (keq) and the modeled NO2 at a certain time, Eq. 4 can be used to determine
7
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204

the ratio of N2O5 andto NO3. Combined, EqEqs. 1-–4 allow for the calculation of N2O5

205

concentrations, given a constant of NO3 and N2O5 rate constant (kNO3 and kN2O5).

206

ModeledNO3 and N2O5 concentrations considering stable NO3 and N2O5 loss rate

207

constants (kNO3 and kN2O5, respectively). In the second step, a new s(t) was calculated

208

using the data from the first step (Eq. 5), new initial NO 2 and O3 concentrations were
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then approximated, and NO3 and N2O5 values were derived using the same method as
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used in the first step. This process was repeated until the difference between the two s(t)
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values was less than 0.005. The number of adjustments to a new s(t) could not be
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calculated more than 10 times. Otherwise, the calculating process would become non-
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214

The modeled N2O5 concentrations and given kN2O5 arewere then used to estimate

215

pNO3- formation, here the. The HNO3 produced in R4 iswas not accounted, as a large

216

partconsidered because many of the products are organic nitrates (Brown and Stutz,

217

2012). Here, kNO3 and kN2O5 denotesdenote the pseudo -first -order reaction rate

218

constantconstants of the total NO3 reactivity caused by ambient volatile organic

219

compounds (VOCs) and N2O5 heterogeneous uptake, respectively. kN2O5 is given in Eq.

220

56. Sa is the aerosol surface area, C is the mean molecular speed of N2O5, and γN2O5 is

221

the N2O5 uptake coefficient. TheSunset and sunrise times during the measurements

222

were 16:55 and 07:30 (Chinese National Standard Time, CNST), and the model iswas

223

run from sunset to sunrise, wherewith the length of night was aboutrunning time set to

224

14.5 h.
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(Eq. 1)
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(1)

227

(Eq. 2)

228

(2)
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(Eq. 3)

230

kNO3 𝑘NO3 [NO3 ]

d𝑡

= k NO2+O3 𝑘NO2+O3 [O3 ][NO2 ] − k N2O5 𝑘N2O5 [N2 O5 ] −
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231
232

[N2 O5 ]
[NO3 ]

= 𝑘eq [NO2 ]

(Eq. 5) kN2O5 =

(4)

𝐶×𝑆𝑎 ×𝛾N2O5
4

𝑡

∫0 𝑘N2O5 ∙[N2 O5 ]𝑑𝑡+[N2 O5 ]t

233

s(t) =

234

𝑘N2O5 =

(5)

[O3 ](0)−[O3 ](t)
𝐶×𝑆𝑎 ×𝛾N2O5

(6)

4

235

Dry-state Sa at the PKU site was calculated based on the PNSD measurement, which

236

was corrected to ambient (wet) Sa for particle hygroscopicity byvia a growth factor (Liu

237

et al., 2013). The uncertainty of the wet Sa was estimated to be ~30%, which was

238

associated fromwith the error from dry PNSD measurement (~20%) and the growth

239

factor (~20%). Nighttime averaged Sa on the night of December 19 iswas about 3000

240

μm2 cm-3. PM measurements byat the National Monitoring Sites proved this heavy haze

241

pollution episode was a typical regional event (Fig. S1). Furthermore, synchronous

242

study on the night of December 19, 2016 shown, showed small variation ofin the

243

vertical particle number concentration, with thea boundary layer height belowof 340 m

244

(Zhong et al., 2017). Therefore, the Sa measured at the PKU site is representative to can

245

represent the urban Beijing conditions in horizontal and applied in the model is

246

reasonablevertical scale (< 340 m). Although the PNSD information for particles larger

247

than 0.7 μm was not valid during the study period, the particles smaller than 0.7 μm

248

dominated more than 95% of the aerosol surface area in a subsequent pollution episode

249

(01/01/2017 to 01/07/2017), and similar results also were reported in other studies (e.g.,

250

Crowley et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2018). The possible lower bias of Sa (5%) only led

251

to a small overestimation of N2O5, i.e., 3.6%–4.2%, and an underestimation of pNO3-

252

of 0.2%–2.5% when γN2O5 varied from 1×10-3 to 0.05.

253

The N2O5 uptake coefficient was regard as the main uncertainty of the N2O5 loss,

254

along with the and ClNO2 yield lead to the uncertaintiesare key parameters in the

255

estimation of particulate nitrate pNO3- formation (Thornton et al., 2010; Riedel et al.,

256

2013; Wagner et al., 2013; Phillips et al., 2016). Wagner et al.,. (2013) shows the

257

significant particular nitratepNO3- suppression of N2O5 uptake aloft in the wintertime

258

in Denver, CO, USA, with the uptake coefficient of aboutis 0.005 when particulate
9

259

nitrate fractionthe percentage of pNO3- in the PM2.5 mass concentration aboutis 40%.

260

ConsideredAs the highproportion of nitrate in the particle nitrate content mass

261

concentration is similarly high in North China induring wintertime is similar to that in

262

Denver (Sun et al., 2013, 2015a; Chen et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2015),

263

hereherein we used a constant fixed the uptake coefficient ofto 0.005 asfor the base

264

model initial input in the base case, and the uncertainty of N2O5 uptake coefficients will

265

be discussed later. Since. Because the model input of ClNO2 yield only affectaffects the

266

value of produced particulate nitratepNO3- concentration, and would not change the

267

modeled N2O5 concentration, here we set the initial fClNO2 to zero. The impact of ClNO2

268

yield will be further discussed later.

269

Respect to kNO3, the The average value in summertime was estimated to be 0.024of

270

kNO3 of about 0.011 s-1 in 2006 (H.C. summer Beijing was calculated in a previous work,

271

with BVOCs contributing significantly (Wang H et al., 2017a). While in wintertime,

272

the kNO3 should be smaller as the ; Wang et al., 2018). The intensity of plantbiogenic

273

VOCs emissions reduced indecreased in wintertime, owing to the lower temperature

274

and weak solar radiation. The , thus the kNO3 should be smaller than it is in summer. In

275

this work, the model input k(NO3)kNO3 was set to an relative moderatea relatively high

276

value of 0.02 s-1 (equivalent to 0.2 ppbv isoprene + 40 parts per trillion volume (pptv)

277

monoterpene + 1.0 ppbv cis-2-butene).), to constrain the impact of N2O5 uptake in the

278

model. A series of sensitivity tests werewas conducted to study the uncertainties toof

279

the model simulation, and the detailed test set weresets are listed in Table 1, included

280

the test of N2O5 uptake coefficient and kNO3. The γN2O5 sensitivity tests were set to a

281

lower limit offrom 0.001 to a upper limit of 0.05, as well asand the kNO3 tests were set

282

to 0.001 s-1, 0.01 s-1, and 0.1 s-1.

283

3. Results and discussion

284

3.1 Ground-based observations.

285

A severe winter PM pollution event was captured from the ground observationslasted

286

from December 16 to 22, 2016, in Beijing. Figure 2a shownshows the time series of

287

PM2.5 and other relevant parameters based on ground measurements at the PKU site.
10
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288

The mass concentration of PM2.5 began to increase onfrom December 16 and reached

289

the maximum value of, reaching 480 μg m-3 on December on 20. A fast PM growth

290

event happened on the night of December 19–20 (colored red in Fig. 2a), the PM2.5

291

mass concentration increased continuously throughout the nightwas captured, with an

292

overall increment of 100 μg m-3. During the on the night of December 19 (Fig. 2a).

293

Throughout the pollution episode, the meteorological condition is featured

294

withconditions included high RH (50% ±16%) and low temperature (2 ±3 oC°C). The

295

slow surface wind speed (< 3 m s-1) indicatedimplied the atmosphere was static

296

stabilizedstable (Fig. 2c, 2dd). The daytime O3 concentration was low due, owing to

297

high NO emission and weak solar radiation. After sunset, O 3 at surface layer was

298

rapidly titrated to zero by the elevated NO. The presence of high NO concentrations

299

would have strongly suppressed

300

suppressedsuppressing N2O5 near the ground. Figure 2b depicted largedepicts the high

301

amounts of NO and NO2 that were observed throughoutat ground level during the whole

302

PM pollution episode, suggesting that pNO3- production via N2O5 uptake was not

303

important near the ground during the winter haze episode.
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304
305

3.2 Tower observations.

306

Six vertical measurements of the total oxidants (Ox (<= O3 + NO2) below 50 m) was

307

consist were consistent with thatthose measured at ground level and are shown in Fig.

308

S2, confirmed confirming that the two sites are comparable at ground level at last.. On

309

the night of December 20 (Fig. 3a), the NO2 and NO from 0-–240 m were abundant and

310

conservative around 21:00, with the concentration concentrations of 80 ppbv and 100

311

ppbv, respectively. The O3 concentrations keepremained zero during the nighttime (Fig.

312

3b). The vertical profile on December 20 suggests that at least below 240 m, the N 2O5

313

chemistry is alsowas not important like, which is consistent with the results at ground

314

level as mentioned above. The case on the night of December 18 iswas similar to that

315

on the night of December 20.

316

The, whereas the vertical measurementprofile on December 19 didwas not like those
11
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317

happenedsimilar to that on December 18 and 20. Figure 4a shows the vertical profiles

318

around 21:00 on December 19 that; NO was abundant from the ground to 100 m, then

319

gradually decreased to zero from 100 m to 150 m, and stayremained at zero above 150

320

m. The observed NO2 concentration was 85 ± 2 ppbv below 100 m, which gradually

321

decreased from 100 m to 150 m, and was 50 ± 2 ppbv from 150 m to 240 m. The

322

observed O3 concentrations below 150 m were below the instrumentinstrumental limit

323

of detection below 150 m (Fig. 4b). Above 150 m, the O3 concentration was 20 ± 2

324

ppbv, corresponding to the greatly diminished NO concentration. With respect to the

325

total oxidants (Ox = O3 + NO2),, the mixing ratio of Ox was 85 ±2 ppbv at lower altitudes,

326

whilewhereas the Ox concentration at higher altitudes was 15 ppbv lower than that at

327

lower altitudealtitudes (Fig. 4b). The OXOx missing atfrom the higher altitude air mass

328

indicated an additionallyadditional nocturnal removal of Ox aloft.

329

Figure 5 depicteddepicts the vertical measurementprofiles of NOx, O3, and Ox at

330

09:30 on the morning of December 20 has, which have similar features withto those

331

observed at 21:00 on December 19, and the NBL. The vertical profiles suggested

332

stratification still not be broken.existed at that time. The OXamount of Ox missing aloft

333

in the morning increased to 25 ppbv at 240–260 m, demonstrateddemonstrating that an

334

additional 25 ppbv of Ox was removed or converted to other compounds at higher

335

altitudes than at the surface layer onduring the night offrom December 19- to 20. Figure

336

S3 shows the vertical profiles of NO, NO2, O3, and Ox at ~12:00 on December 18, when

337

the solar radiation iswas strong enough to drivemix the trace gas mixinggases well in

338

the vertical direction. NOx and O3 were observedfound to be well mixed indeed, with

339

small variation from the ground level to 260 m.

340
341

3.3 Particulate nitrate formation aloft.

342

N2O5 uptake is one of the two most important pathways of the ambient NOX losses,NOx

343

loss and is consequently an important pathway of pNO3- formation (Wagner et al., 2013;

344

Stutz et al., 2010; Tsai et al., 2014). At higher altitudes (e.g.., > 150 m), NO3 and N2O5

345

chemistry can be initiated in the co-presence of high NO2 and significant O3 levels.
12
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346

Therefore, N2O5 uptake could represent a plausible explanation for the Ox observed OX

347

missing infrom the higher- altitude air masses on the night of December 19. To explore

348

this phenomenon, a time-step box model was used to simulate the NO3 and N2O5

349

chemistry based on the observed vertical profiles of NO2 and O3 on the night of

350

December 19.

351

In the base case, the average initial NO2 and O3 levels above 150 m at sunset were

352

about 61 ± 3 ppbv and 27 ± 6 ppbv, respectively. The measured NO2 concentration at

353

the PKU site at sunset (local time, 16:55) was 61 ppbv and showed good consistency

354

with the model result. The modeled N2O5 concentration iswas zero below 150 m, as the

355

high level of NO consumed NO3 formation fast. Whilemade for quick consumption of

356

the NO3 formed. In contrast, the modeled N2O5 concentrations at 21:00 above 150 m

357

were in the range of 400-–600 parts per trillion volume (pptv) above 150 m (Fig. 5a).

358

pNO36a). Particulate NO3- accumulation via N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysisuptake

359

from sunset to the measurement time, which can be calculated using Eq. 7, was

360

significant, yielding above 150 m, with a maximum of 24 μg m-3 within 4.5 hours

361

after sunset (Fig. 5(b)).6b).

362

𝑡

∑ pNO3− = ∫0 (2 − 𝑓) ∙ 𝑘N2O5 ∙ [N2 O5 ]𝑑𝑡

(7)

363

The box model enabled the analysis of the integrated pNO 3- and ClNO2 via N2O5

364

uptake overthroughout the whole night. As shown in Fig. 5c6c, the modeled integrated

365

pNO3- went up to as high as 50 μg m-3. The integrated pNO3- at sunrise was equal to the

366

loss of 27 ppbv OX, shows aOx, showing good agreement with the observed OXOx

367

missing aloft atin the morning hours. During the nighttime, the pNO3- formed pNO3-

368

aloft via N2O5 uptake would leadled to the much higher particle nitrate concentration

369

much higher than that in the surface layer, which has been reported in many field

370

observations (Watson et al .,., 2002; S. G. Brown et al., 2006; Lurmann et al., 2006;

371

Ferrero et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2015b). In addition, during the morning time when NBL

372

was broken, theThe elevated pNO3- aloft will vertically mixed was well dispersed

373

through vertical mixing and enhanced the surface-layer PM concentration at surface

374

layer,; this phenomenon was also been observed in previous studies (Watson et al .,.,
13
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375

2002; S. G. Brown et al., 2006; Lurmann et al., 2006). In this case, the planetary

376

boundary layer (PBL) height during the daytime is about 340 m on December 20

377

(Zhong et al., 2017). Assuming that the height of NBL and planetary boundary layer

378

(PBL) are the same, and the air mass was well mixed in the following morning in the

379

PBL. The ; Prabhakar et al., 2017). Zhong et al. (2017) showed that the NBL and PBL

380

both were at 340 m from December 19 to 20, 2016 in Beijing. Daytime vertical

381

downward transportation was helpful in mixing the air mass within the PBL. Assuming

382

the newly formed pNO3- aloft from 150 m to 340 m is 50 μg m-3 during the nighttime

383

N2O5 uptake aloft would be enhanced the ground pNO3- mass concentration

384

significantly with and well mixed within the PBL by the next morning, the enhancement

385

to the surface layer (∆pNO3-) can be simplified to the calculation in Eq. 8 as following:
150

386

∆pNO3 =

∫0

340

𝑃(pNO3 )𝑑𝐻+∫150 𝑃(pNO3 )𝑑𝐻
340

(8)

387

Here, P(pNO3-) is the integral production of pNO3- and H represents height. Owing

388

to high NO below 150 m, the pNO3- formation via N2O5 uptake was zero. The

389

enhancement of pNO3- from 150 m to 340 m was calculated as 28 μg m-3 in the morning,

390

which is in good agreement with the observed PM peak in the morning on December

391

20, with the PM enhancement of ~60 μg m-3. The result demonstrated that the nocturnal

392

N2O5 uptake aloft and downward transportation are really importance inwere critical

393

for understanding the PM growth process.

394
395

3.4 Sensitivity studies.

396

Previous studies have emphasized that the N2O5 uptake coefficient varies greatly

397

(0.001–0.1) in different ambient conditions (Chang et al., 2011; Brown and Stutz, 2012;

398

H.C. Wang H et al., 2016), which is the main source of uncertainties in the model.

399

Sensitivity tests illustrate thatthis model. In the present research, sensitivity studies

400

showed the modeled N2O5 concentration varieddropping from 3 ppbv to 60 pptv when

401

the N2O5 uptake coefficients were variedincreased from 0.001 to 0.05 (Fig. 6a), as the

402

N2O5 concentration is very sensitivitysensitive to the loss from heterogeneous
14

403

reactionreactions. Compared withto the base case, the accumulated pNO3- iswas

404

evidently lower at γ = 0.001 with the accumulated pNO 3- of 44 μg m-3, thus the low

405

N2O5 uptake coefficient condition is correspondingcorresponded to several kinds of

406

aerosols, such as secondary organic aerosolaerosols (Gross et al., 2009), humic

407

acidacids (Badger et al., 2006))), and certain solid aerosols (Gross et al., 2008). When

408

the N2O5 uptake coefficient enlargesincreased from 0.005 to 0.05 (Fig. 6b, c), the

409

increase in integral pNO3- almost not change withwas negligible increasing, indicating.

410

This indicates that the conversion capacity of N2O5 uptake to pNO3- was almost

411

maximized at certain ClNO2 yield, the convert capacity . The conversion of NOx to

412

nitrate was not limited by the N2O5 heterogeneous reaction rate, but by the formation

413

of NO3 byvia the reaction of NO2 with O3 during the polluted night.

414

For describing the nocturnal NOx convertremoval capacity to particulate nitrateand

415

pNO3- formation via NO3 and N2O5 uptake coefficient, here we definedchemistry, the

416

particle nitrate convertovernight NOx loss efficiency (ε) aswas calculated using Eq. 6.

417

The ∆𝑡 represents the time duration from time zero at sunset till the ending time at

418

sunrise9.

419

(Eq. 6)

ε = ∑∆𝑡
0

In

421

(9)

the
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∑∆𝑡
0 kN2O5 [N2 O5 ]
2×kNO2+O3 [O3 ][NO2 ]
𝑡

420
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ε=

case,

𝑡

∫0 2×𝑘N2O5 ∙[N2 O5 ]𝑑𝑡+∫0 𝑘NO3 ∙[NO3 ]𝑑𝑡
[NO2 ](0)

422

The case modeled typical winter haze pollution conditions in Beijing from sunset to

423

sunrise, with the initial model values of NO2 and O3 set to 60 ppbv and 30 ppbv,

424

respectively. Sa iswas set to 3000 μm2 cm-3, the ClNO2 yield is zero and kNO3 is 0.02 s-

425

1.

426

overnight period in wintertime. The consumed NO3 by the reaction with VOCs and

427

N2O5 by uptake reaction were regarded as valid NOx loss. Figure 7 shows the

428

dependence of the particle nitrate convert efficiency varied from 10-5 to 0.1. overnight

429

NOx loss efficiency on N2O5 uptake, as it varied from 1×10-5 to 0.1. This is an increase

430

from 20% to 56%, with increasing γN2O5, and the maximum NOx loss efficiency was

431

very large, as was addressed by Chang et al. (2011). The ceiling of overnight NOx loss

was zero, and kNO3 was 0.02 s-1. The reaction time was set to 14.5 h to represent an

15
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432

via NO3-N2O5 was fixed when all the NOx loss was through N2O5 uptake, which is

433

limited by the reaction time and the formation rate of NO 3 (R1). In this case, the N2O5

434

uptake was contributed about 90% of the overnight NOx loss (50.4%) when γN2O5 was

435

equal to 0.002. When γN2O5 is lowerwas less than 0.0017, the particle nitrate formation

436

enhanced2×10-3, NOx removal increased rapidly with the increasing of N2O5 uptake

437

coefficient, here weγN2O5, which was defined as the γN2O5-sensitive region. When γN2O5

438

≥ 2×10-3, the contribution of N2O5 uptake to NOx loss was over 90% and became

439

insensitive, this region was defined as the γN2O5 sensitive region when γN2O5 < 1.7×10-3.

440

While γN2O5 ≥1.7×10-3 is defined as γN2O5 insensitive region, since the convert efficient

441

is over 90% and not sensitive to the variation of N2O5 uptake coefficient. -insensitive

442

region. According to EqEqs. 3 and Eq. 5, higher aerosol surface concentration, higher

443

and NOx, and lower kNO3 and temperature would further enlargingincrease the

444

insensitivity region with lower γN2O5 value, and makeallow the N2O5 uptake to be more

445

easily located in the γN2O5 -insensitive region. Here, the critical value of the N2O5 uptake

446

coefficient (1.72×10-3) is relativewas relatively low compared withto that

447

recommended by the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry)

448

recommended on the surface of mineral dust (0.013, 290-300K–300 K) (Crowley et al.,

449

2010b) or determined in many field experiments (e.g.., S. S. Brown et al., 2006; 2009;

450

Wagner et al., 2013; Morgan et al., 2015; Phillips et al., 2016; Z. Wang Z et al., 2017;

451

Brown et al., 2016; H.C. Wang H et al., 2017b; X.F. Wang X et al., 2017), suggesting).

452

This suggests that the particulate nitrateNOx loss and pNO3- formation via N2O5 uptake

453

waswere easily maximized in polluted the pollution episode, and further

454

worsenworsening the PM pollution.

455

In the base case, the modeled particulate nitratepNO3- formation via N2O5 uptake

456

iswas an upper limit result, as the ClNO2 yield was set to zero. Since large coralHigh

457

coal combustion emitted chloride into the atmosphere inof Beijing during the heating

458

period in Beijing (Sun et al., 2013), associated withlike the emission byemissions from

459

power plants in Northnorth China. TheThis enhanced anthropogenic emission of

460

chloride provides abundant chloride-containing aerosolaerosols to form ClNO2 via

461

N2O5 uptake aloft, implying that significant ClNO2 formed in the upper layer of the
16
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462

NBL (Tham et al., 2016; Z. Wang Z et al., 2017). Assuming the ClNO2 yield is the

463

average value of 0.28 determined at high altitude in Northnorth China (Z. Wang Z et

464

al., 2017), the pNO3- produced pNO3- throughout the whole night will have decreased

465

by 7 μg m-3. The ClNO2 formation aloft throughout the night reach up toreached 2.5

466

ppbv, which is comparable with that observed in the field measurement in Northnorth

467

China (Tham et al., 2016; Z. Wang et al., 2017; X.F. Wang Z et al., 2017).; Wang X et

468

al., 2017). As the error of pNO3- formation simulation was subject to the ClNO2 yield,

469

a higher yield would increase the model uncertainty directly, hence probing the ClNO2

470

yield areis warranted in future studies. As for NO3 reactivity, FigureFig. 7 shows the

471

sensitivity tests of the integral pNO3- formation infor the whole night at kNO3 values =

472

0.001 s-1, 0.01 s-1, 0.02 s-1, and 0.05 s-1. The integral pNO3- formation was decreased

473

when kNO3 varyvaried from 0.001 s-1 to 0.1 s-1, but the variation ratio to the base case

474

was within ±5%. The result shows the NO3-N2O5 loss via NO3 reactreaction with VOCs

475

induring the polluted wintertime iswas not important, which may only lead to

476

relativerelatively small uncertainties toin the integral pNO3- formation calculation.

477

Nevertheless, if N2O5 uptake was extremely low (e.g.., γN2O5 < 10-4), the uncertainty

478

cased byof NO3 oxidation will be enlargedwould increase significantly.
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479
480

4. Conclusion

481

During the wintertime, ambient O3 is often fully titrated to be zero at the ground oflevel

482

in urban Beijing dueowing to its fast reaction with NO emissions. Consequently, the

483

near -surface air masses wereare chemically inert. Nevertheless, the chemical

484

information of the air masses at higher altitudes was indicative of a reactive layer above

485

urban Beijing, which potentially drives fast pNO3- production via N2O5 uptake. and

486

contributes to the surface PM mass concentration. In this study, we evidenced of an

487

additional Ox missing (25 ppbv) aloft with 25 ppb throughout the night. Based on model

488

simulation, we found that the particulate nitrate formed above 150 m can reach up to

489

reached 50 μg m-3, and enhanceenhanced the surface level PM concentration

490

significantly withby 28 μg m-3 with downward mixing after break-up of the NBL
17
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491

breaking.in the morning. Our study also demonstrated that during the heavy PM

492

pollution period, the particulate nitrate formation capacity via N2O5 uptake iswas easily

493

maximized in the upper layer, even with N2O5 uptake is as low as 1.72×10-3, indicating.

494

This indicates that the mixing ratio of NO2 aloft arewas directly linked to nitrate

495

formation, and reduction of NOx is helpful to decreasein decreasing nocturnal nitrate

496

formation. Overall, this study highlights the importance of the interplay between

497

chemical formation aloft and dynamic processes for probing the ground -level PM

498

pollution problem. In the future, direct observations of N2O5 and associated parameters

499

should be performed to explore the physical and chemical properties of this overhead

500

nighttime reaction layer, and reachedto reach a better understanding of the winter haze

501

formation.
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Figure 1. Location of the monitoring sites used in this study, including PKU (red
diamond), IAP (blue diamond), and other National Monitoring Sites (green circles).
Vertical profiles of NOx and O3 were collected at a tower at the IAP. Measurements of
particle number and size distribution (used to calculate N 2O5 and particle nitrate
formation) were collected from a ground site at PKU. Additional measurements on
PM2.5 concentrations were continuously measured at national monitoring sites
throughout Beijing.
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Figure 2. Time series of (a) PM2.5 and O3, (b) NO and NO2, (c) temperature (T) and
relative humidity (RH), (d) wind direction (WD) and wind speed (WS) from December
16 to 22, 2016 (CNST, Chinese National Standard Time) at PKU site in Beijing, China.
The shaded region represents the nighttime periods. Red line in panel (a) shows an
example of fast PM2.5 enhancement on the night of December 19, and the green lines
are the time periods when the vertical measurements conducted in IAP site.
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of NO and NO2 (a), O3 and Ox (b) at 20:38-21:06 on the
night of December 20, 2016.
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Figure 4. OXOx missing case presented by the vertical profiles of (a) NO and NO2, (b)
O3 and OXOx at 20:38-21:13 on the night of December 19, 2016.
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Figure 5. Vertical profiles of (a) NO and NO2, (b) O3 and OXOx at 09:06-09:34 in the
morning of December 20, 2016.
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Figure 6. Base case (γ=0.005) and sensitivity tests of the vertical profile on the night
of December 19 at different N2O5 uptake coefficients, including (a) the mixing ratio of
N2O5 at 21:00, (b) the integral pNO3- production from sunset to 21:00, (c) the time
series of the integral pNO3- formed at 240 m via N2O5 uptake from sunset (17:00) to
sunrise (07:30, nighttime length = 14.5 h), the squares represents the pNO3- equivalent
weight from the observed OX missing in the two vertical measurements ~21:00 and
~09:30 in the following morning.
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Figure 7. The dependence of pNO3- convert efficiency by overnight NOx loss on N2O5
uptake on γN2O5. in a typical winter pollution condition. The initial NO2 and O3 set to
60 ppbv and 30 ppbv, respectively, Sa set to 3000 μm2 cm-3, the ClNO2 yield is zero and
kNO3 is 0.02 s-1. The reaction time set to 14.5 h. The blue and orange region showszone
represent the convert efficiency is sensitive contribution by NO3+VOCs and N2O5
uptake, the dashed line (γ = 0.002, when γ < 0.0017, while the blue region showsN2O5
uptake contribute to 90% of the convert efficiency is over 90% maximum NOx loss)
divide the loss into γ sensitive and insensitive when γ ≥ 0.0017.region. The maximum
nocturnal NOx loss by NO3-N2O5 chemistry is 56%.
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Figure 8. Base case (kNO3=0.02 s-1) and sensitivity tests of the integral pNO3- formed at
240 m via N2O5 uptake at different NO3 reactivity (0.001 s-1, 0.01 s-1, 0.05 s-1) on the
whole night of December 19, 2016.
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Table 1. List of the parameter sets in base case and sensitivity tests.
Cases
Base case
kNO3 test 1
kNO3 test 2
kNO3 test 3
γN2O5 test 1
γN2O5 test 2
γN2O5 test 3

kNO3 (s-1)
0.02
0.001
0.01
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
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γN2O5
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.001
0.01
0.05
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